By order of the Administrators of Tectonics Limited

We offer for sale by

ONLINE AUCTION
THE PLANT & MACHINERY FROM THIS WELL
ESTABLISHED KITCHEN FURNITURE
COMPONENT MANUFACTURER
On view:

Tuesday 4 December 2012, 10am – 4pm
At:
Unit 17 Caker Stream Road, Alton, Hampshire GU34 2QA

Bidding closes from 3pm Wednesday 5 December 2012
(If a bid is placed within the last 10 minutes of the close time, then the opportunity to bid on the lot in question is
extended by an additional 10 minutes and continues to extend by ten minutes until no further bids are received, thus allowing for
fair bidding and eliminating ‘auction sniping’)

To submit online bids:
1. Visit www.marriottco-auctions.co.uk 2. Select this sale 3. Register to bid
4. Read, understand and accept the Conditions of Sale 5. Place bid(s)
Automatic increment bidding is enabled on the sale.
For example, placing the maximum amount you are willing to bid on a particular lot will not necessarily become the current bid. If
you bid £100 on a lot with a current bid of £50, your bid will beat the £50 by the increment specified by the auction programme.
If another party places, or has already placed a higher bid, then the system will automatically bid for you up to your £100
maximum.
We will advise bidders if they have been successful and then forward an invoice for payment.

Subject to the Conditions of Sale printed overleaf, with reference to which Condition 9 - Buyer's Duties:
(i)
The Buyer shall pay the full Purchase price by 5pm on the working day following acceptance of
offer
(ii)
The Buyer shall on proof of payment clear the lot(s) purchased by him/her by appointment and
by 4pm Friday 14 December 2012.
Notwithstanding these Conditions, please note:



BUYER’S PREMIUM:
VALUE ADDED TAX:



HEALTH & SAFETY:



INSURANCE:



PAYMENTS:



BANKING DETAILS:

The Buyer shall pay a 15% premium on the purchase price of each lot.
All lots are subject to VAT at the current rate, unless stated otherwise. VAT will therefore be added to the total, including
the Buyer’s Premium of each buyer's account.
Buyers may be required to provide a “Method Statement” and/or “Risk Assessment” for approval by the Seller or Agent
prior to the removal of certain lots.
From acceptance of the offer, the risk for each lot passes to the successful bidder, who is urged to effect appropriate
insurance cover.
To be made, inter-bank, by way of CHAPS. Credit and debit card payments also accepted up to £5,000 (American
Express credit cards will attract a bank charge @ 3.35% and all other credit cards will attract a 3% bank charge). Cash
up to a maximum of £1,000 will be accepted; please note that under the Money Laundering Regulations, Marriott & Co. is
required to establish and keep on file for six years the identity of any Buyer attempting to make a substantial payment by
way of cash – or in a suspicious manner – and to submit a Suspicious Activity Report accordingly.
Other instruments of payment may be acceptable but no goods can be released until the drawer’s bankers have
confirmed that the instrument in question is cleared funds.
Marriott & Co - Client Account - No. 90349687,
National Westminster Bank plc, 39 The Borough, Farnham, GU9 7NP
(Tel. 01252 710 708) - Sort Code 60 08 15.

_______________________________________________________________________________

19 East Street Farnham Surrey GU9 7SD England
Telephone: 01 252 712 083 Facsimile: 01 252 737 613

www.marriottco.co.uk sales@marriottco.co.uk

CONDITIONS OF SALE BY ONLINE AUCTION
'Online' sales use the internet, licenced software and a remote server over which Marriott & Co. has no
control. Marriott & Co. accept no responsibility whatsoever for any bids placed
1. Conditions of Sale and Definitions
These conditions of sale together with the information printed on the cover of this
catalogue are the only terms and conditions by which the Selling Agent will sell lots to
a Buyer.
In these conditions, references to :
(a) The “Sale” means the process by which the Selling Agent offers the lots listed in
the catalogue for sale by “online auction” or “online tender” by way of the Selling
Agent’s website, which sale may be completed by the Selling Agent in accordance
with Condition 4 below;
(b) The “Selling Agent” means Marriott Valuers Limited trading as Marriott & Co. or
any employee thereof at the time of sale;
(c) The “Buyer” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 4 below and the
“Buyers” shall be deemed to be principals (for the purpose of these conditions),
unless to the knowledge of the Selling Agent they are acting as agents on behalf of
a named principal;
(d) The “Seller” means the person owning or having the right to sell the lot;
(e) The Interpretation Act 1978 applies to the terms and expressions used in these
conditions as if contained in the statute, and these conditions shall be governed by
English Law.
2.
The Condition of Goods
Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of any advertisement, brochure,
catalogue and other publication, descriptions are necessarily statements of opinion and
must not be relied upon as statements of fact. Neither the Seller nor the Selling Agent is
responsible for the correctness of any description of any lot.
The Selling Agent sells as agent for the Seller (unless otherwise specifically declared).
The Selling Agent is not in a position to know the history or assess the quality of the
lots. Lots sold are likely to have been subject to wear and tear caused by use or the
effects of age and may have faults and imperfections. Buyers are given opportunities at
the viewing times to examine lots and will be assumed to have done so. They must rely
solely on their own skill or judgement as to whether lots are fit for any particular purpose
and whether they comply with the catalogue description. This sale by online auction or
tender is not a consumer sale.
3.
Personal Risk and Damage to Property
Every person on the premises where the lots are being exhibited or sold before, during or
after the sale are:
(a) Deemed to be there at their own risk and neither the Seller nor the Selling Agent
shall be liable for any loss, accident or injury sustained howsoever caused; and
(b) Responsible for any damage they, their carriers or other agents may cause to any lot,
to the premises or any other property.
4.
Bidding and Ascertainment of the Buyer
In order to place a bid at our online auction or tender sales, the Buyer must have
registered on the Selling Agent’s website and will have acknowledged that any bid made
is subject to these Conditions of Sale.
All bids made shall therefore be treated as offers made upon these Conditions of Sale
and the Buyer is bound by them. Subject to these conditions the Buyer shall be the party
notified by the Selling Agent of the acceptance of that party’s offer.
For the avoidance of doubt, by making a bid, the bidder agrees to purchase the lot in
accordance with these Conditions of Sale. The Seller or the Selling Agent may refuse to
accept any offer and shall not be obliged to accept the highest offer.
5.
Selling Agent’s Discretion
The Selling Agent has the right to:
(a) Refuse any bid;
(b) Advance the bidding as he may decide;
(c) Decide whether there has been a dispute as to the bidding and, if so, immediately to
re-offer the lot in question;
(d) Divide, combine and to withdraw any lot;
(e) Exclude any party from the premises where the lots are being exhibited or sold, or
block any party’s bid.
6.
Sellers’ Rights
Lots offered for sale are subject to:
(a) Any reserve price placed by the Seller;
(b) The right of the Selling Agent to bid on behalf of the Seller;
(c) When no reserve price has been placed (but in no other case) the right of the Seller
to bid personally or through any one agent.
7.
Duties of Persons Present and Using the Auction/Tender Sale Website
All persons present at the premises or using the Auction/Tender Sale website agree to
refrain from conduct which may cause a nuisance to others present or using the website,
and to indemnify the Selling Agent against the consequences of any proceedings brought
in respect of such conduct.
8.
Buyer’s Premium and Value Added Tax
The Buyer shall pay a 15 per cent premium on the purchase price of each lot sold (such
premium to belong to the Selling Agent), together with Value Added Tax at the current
rate on the purchase price of each lot (unless the lot is notified as not attracting Value
Added Tax) and on the premium.
9.
Duties of Buyer
Upon being notified, the Buyer shall:
(a) Supply, if so required, a Banker’s reference unless prior arrangements have been
made;
(b) Pay, if so required, a deposit of 25 per cent of the purchase price;
(c) Pay the purchase price together with the Selling Agent’s premium plus any
chargeable Value Added Tax by 5pm on the working day immediately following
acceptance of the offer;
(d) In accordance with the Health & Safety at Work Regulations and Construction
Design & Management Regulations, the Buyer may be required to provide a
“Method Statement” and/or “risk assessment” for approval by the Seller and/or the
Selling Agent prior to the removal of any lots. The Buyer is responsible for
electrical disconnections which must be carried out by a suitably qualified
electrician, and the Buyer is responsible for the removal of any fluids and/or waste
in and around the lot(s) strictly in accordance with the Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health Regulations. The Selling Agent reserves the right to withhold
the lot(s), until a satisfactory removal method statement has been provided by the
Buyer;

(e)

On proof of payment and by appointment, remove the lot expeditiously and at the
latest within five working days following acceptance of offer;
(f)
Where lots are fixed to land and/or buildings, detach such lot safely and lawfully
without the use of flame cutters explosives or any other dangerous equipment or
processes (unless with previous written permission of the Selling Agent) and
forthwith make good any damage to the land and/or buildings and the Buyer
undertakes to indemnify the Selling Agent and (where appropriate) the Seller
against any costs, damage, claims and demands arising upon such removal. The
Selling Agent may require prior to removal a sum from the Buyer to cover the
likely damage caused by such removal. The Selling Agent shall be entitled to
exercise a lien on any lot purchased by the Buyer until all or any damage or loss
has been paid in full.
10. Liability of the Selling Agent and Seller
(a) Lots are sold with all faults and defects and with all errors of description and
neither the Seller nor the Selling Agent is responsible for any defects whatsoever.
All implied conditions relating to description, fitness and quality are accordingly
excluded;
(b) The Seller and the Selling Agent do not make or give, nor has any person in the
employment of the Selling Agent any authority to make or give, any express
representation or warranty with regard to any lot - except as provided by
Condition 11 below.
11. Risk and Passing of Property
Subject to Condition 17 below, the Seller warrants to the Selling Agent and to the Buyer
that the Seller is the true owner of the lot or is properly authorised to sell it. Each lot is
at the sole risk of the Buyer from acceptance of the offer. Title shall not pass to the
Buyer until payment has been made in full and until such time the Selling Agent shall
have a lien on the lot.
12. Consumer Protection Act 1987
Lots sold are not supplied as new.
13. Default by the Purchaser
If the Buyer fails to comply with his duties, the Selling Agent shall have the right to:
(a) Resell the lots by Public Auction or otherwise without notice to the Buyer, and if
any loss arises from such a resale after deducting the Selling Agent’ full costs and
expenses, the Buyer shall be responsible to the Selling Agent for that loss (any net
surplus to be the Seller’s); and
(b) Where a deposit is paid, to forfeit that deposit; and
(c) Charge interest on any unpaid balance at the rate of 2 per cent above base rate from
time to time; and
(d) Charge for storage arising after the time for removal at the rate of 25 per cent per
annum of the sale price and to release the lots in question to the Buyer only after
payment in full of all storage and removal expenses incurred (as well as the full
purchase price).
14. Agency and Commissions
The Selling Agent may execute commissions received on condition that the relevant lots
have been viewed by the bidder.
15. Computer Software and Data
The sale of any computers specifically excludes any software and/or data that may be
held on computer carrying media, and the Buyer undertakes to not use and to remove
and/or re-licence any software and to not use and to remove all data within the meaning
of the Data Protection Act 1998 from the computer carrying media. The Selling Agent
reserves the right to retain the computers until the Buyer has complied with this
condition.
16. Safety of Machinery and Vehicles
(a) Lots may not comply with the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 or other
relevant safety legislation; accordingly the Buyer undertakes not to use any lot
purchased until satisfied that it complies with the relevant Acts and Regulations
relating to such machines and equipment and to indemnify the Selling Agent
against any failure to observe this undertaking;
(b) In the case of the sale of vehicles, no vehicle is warranted or held out to be
roadworthy; the Buyer undertakes to ensure that no vehicle is used unless it
complies with the Road Traffic Acts and other relevant legislation; the odometer
reading of vehicles is not warranted;
(c) All goods sold are sold as used and are not supplied as new;
(d) This sale is subject to the Selling Agent being satisfied that all lots are safe, and
the Buyer must allow access for a competent person nominated by the Selling
Agent to inspect and carry out any necessary portable appliance tests (at the
Seller’s expense); any item failing a safety test will be excluded from the sale and
scrapped.
17. Insolvency and Death
Where the Selling Agent conducts a sale on behalf of a Seller who is the Receiver,
Administrator, Liquidator of Supervisor of a limited company, or Trustee in Bankruptcy
or Supervisor of an individual:
(a) The Seller shall only act as an agent on behalf of the company, bankrupt or
individual (as the case may be) and shall be under no personal liability whatsoever
in respect of the contract for sale of any lot;
(b)
The Seller and the Selling Agent on his behalf sell whatever right, title or interest
the company or the bankrupt or the individual may have in the lot; no warranty is
given or authorised to be given by the Seller nor the Selling Agent with regard to
the Seller’s title to any lot(s) sold; any claims with regard to retention of title or
other claims to the lot(s) will be the responsibility of the Buyer without any
recourse to the Seller or the Selling Agent; no adjustment will be made if it
subsequently transpires that the lot(s) are subject to third party ownership;
(c)
If before title to any lot has passed to the Buyer, being an individual, he dies or
enters into a composition or arrangement for the benefit of his creditors or has a
Receiving Order in Bankruptcy made against him, or being a body corporate, has
a Receiver, an Administrator or a Supervisor appointed or goes into Liquidation
or enters into an arrangement for the benefit of its creditors, then in all such cases
the contract for sale for such lot may be, at the Selling Agent’s discretion,
rescinded without notice to the Buyer; upon rescission, any deposit paid by the
Buyer shall be forfeited and the Selling Agent shall be entitled to exercise the
rights set out in these conditions of sale on the basis of a deemed default by the
Buyer.
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TECTONICS SALE INFORMATION
LOADING FACILITIES

Although removal of the lots is the sole responsibility of the purchaser, we are
pleased to say that, with the exception of lots 1, 2, 3, 8, 12, 184-192, 211, 216, 228, 243
and 255 and the lots of racking, there will be a fork lift available at this sale to assist
purchasers with loading their purchased lots.
Further, all lots, with the exception of lots 1, 2, 3, 8, 12, 184-192, 211, 216, 228, 243 and
255 will be disconnected from the services by Tectonics staff. Subject to purchasers
signing an undertaking, purchasers can have the use of Tectonics qualified forklift
operators and a 3-tonne capacity forklift truck for purchased lots to be loaded onto
your appropriate transport. For the avoidance of any doubt, the securing of lots to
transport is to be undertaken by the purchaser.
Purchasers wishing to take advantage of this facility must however sign an
undertaking confirming that they understand and agree that the risk of any damage to
the lot(s) or personal injury howsoever caused, is completely the purchasers
responsibility and that under no circumstances, will the seller or his agent be held
liable for any damage to lots or injury to personnel.
Note: Purchasers of
a. racking, or
b. purchasers of lots 1, 2, 3, 8, 12, 184-192, 211, 216, 228, 243 and 255 or
c. purchasers who do not wish to take advantage of the above facility, or who
will not sign the undertaking
must, in the usual way, submit:
REMOVAL METHOD STATEMENTS
Notwithstanding the Conditions of Sale, it should be noted that successful bidders of all lots that cannot comfortably be lifted
by one person, or require electrical or other disconnection by a qualified person are required to arrange for a removal
method statement to be submitted for approval. This statement, detailing how the lot will be safely removed from the
premises, must be agreed prior to the removal of the lot(s) in question.
The statement should confirm that the Buyer has appropriate insurance in place to cover any damage to any property
howsoever caused and that all parties attending on the Buyers behalf will have appropriate Personal Protection Equipment.
Any individual without the appropriate PPE will not be allowed on site.

COMBINATION LOTS
Certain lots are offered both individually and together. Subject to meeting reserves these lots will be
sold either individually or as a combination to achieve the highest realisation.
BIDDING CLOSE TIME

From 3.00pm on Wednesday 5 December with bidding extension activated
If a bid is placed within the last 10 minutes of the close time, then the opportunity to bid on the lot in
question is extended by an additional 10 minutes and continues to extend by ten minutes until no
further bids are received for the lot, thus allowing for fair bidding and eliminating ‘auction sniping’.
REMEMBER - As the closing time approaches you may need to refresh your
screen in order to see the current status of each lot
Please also note: if you enter the same maximum bid that somebody else has previously entered, the
party who bid that amount first will be shown as 'winning' the lot in question and a message will
appear on your screen advising that you have been 'outbid'.

Lot

Description

Unit 17
1

A 2002 Biesse Excel twin
table, two head (each with 18
tool changer) CNC router with
OSAI Numerical Control Pilot
Panel control and a quantity of
tooling, serial no. 19009.
Tables 2.6m wide x 1.8m deep
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot) We have
a quote for decommissioning and
dismantling this machine and
loading it onto your transport of
£2,560 plus VAT. The quote for
decommissioning and dismantling
this machines then transporting it
150 miles to your factory and
recommissioning it is £6,420 plus
VAT.

2

A 2002 Biesse Excel twin
table, two head (each with 18
tool changer) CNC router with
OSAI Numerical Control Pilot
Panel control and a quantity of
tooling, serial no. 19004.
Tables 2.6m wide x 1.8m
deep.
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot) We have

Lot
4

An Ortza edge banding
machine with Omron NT20S
programmable terminal (no
manufacture plate found)

5

An
IDM
Woodworking
Machinery
Idimatic/58
edgebander
no.
AN1/00027(converted
to
acrylic edge polisher)

6

A Bespoke machine for
assembly
of
two
part
combination
cornice
and
pelmets. High throughput for
volume production with loading
cassettes, Robatech type
Roba 40 hot glue tank and
dispensing unit, compression
roller station and delivery unit

7

A Robland Z3200 sliding table
saw, serial no. 0626062007

8

A 1997 SCM ALFA 32C beam
saw with Xilia Master X/Plus
control,
air
bed,
safety
guarding, and a quantity of
tooling, serial no. AE/15213
with
3.2m
beam
and
automated feed table
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)

a quote for decommissioning and
dismantling this machine and
loading it onto your transport of
£2,560 plus VAT. The quote for
decommissioning and dismantling
this machines then transporting it
150 miles to your factory and
recommissioning it is £6,420 plus
VAT.

3

A 1999 Biesse Arrow twin
table single head CNC router
with 12-tool changer and OSAI
Numerical Control Pilot Panel
control and a quantity of
tooling, serial no. 93260.
Tables 1.6m x 1.6m.
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)
We
have
a
quote
for
decommissioning and dismantling
this machine and loading it onto
your transport of £2,560 plus VAT.
The quote for decommissioning
and dismantling this machines
then transporting it 150 miles to
your factory and recommissioning
it is £6,420 plus VAT.

Description

We
have
a
quote
for
decommissioning and dismantling
this machine and loading it onto
your transport of £1,395 plus VAT.
The quote for decommissioning
and dismantling this machines
then transporting it 150 miles to
your factory and recommissioning
it is £4,015 plus VAT.

9

A 2007 ABAC Compressors
Spinn 7,508 air compressor in
acoustic cabinet on 272 litre
air receiver tank, 9120 hours,
serial no. 3814670001

10

A 2001 Atlas Copco GX7 air
compressor in acoustic cabinet
with 270-litre air receiver tank,
24,000 hours

Lot

11

12

Description

A Bespoke multi-rip saw with
powered roller feed, manual
set blades, powered roller feed
table and mobile pallet stand
delivery and steady bar,
complete with a quantity of
blades and spacers (For
cutting MDF sheets up to
12ft x 4ft. Up to 33
simultaneous cuts – Ideal
for
efficient
volume
production
of
MDF
mouldings)
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot) We have

14

15

16

A 1998 Vecoplan Hacker
hogging machine type 35/8/2H
with 4.2m input trough

A Sedgwick Woodworking
Machinery TA315 saw bench
with fabricated load and
unload tables

18

An Unbranded 720mm cut
crosscut saw with measuring
table

19

An Unbranded 720mm cut
crosscut saw with large roller
bed
and
measuring
instruments

20

A Pedestal drill, type MF 4/3,
serial no. 09199.

21

13 Serrated cutter blocks and
cutters, various, as lotted

22

12 Serrated cutter blocks and
cutters, various, as lotted

23

14 Serrated cutter blcoks and
cutters, various, as lotted

24

23 Serrated cutter blocks and
cutters, various, as lotted

25

12 Serrated cutter blocks and
cutters, various, as lotted

26

A quantity of Tungsten Carbon
Tipped cutters, various, as
lotted

A 1981 Weinig six head
planer moulder, model U17A
with a quantity of tooling and
blocks, serial no. 1303-2097

A 2007 Donaldson Torit DCE
dust filtration cabinet model
UMA 456K11, serial no.
00026490

A 2002 Cosma twin-head
sanding
machine
type
800/S/30 with powered rubber
belt feed to BTN roller
conveyor delivery/inspection
table, serial no. 467

Description

17
A Wadkin profile cutter with
diamond cutting wheels, recirculating coolant, and a
quantity of tooling

a quote for decommissioning and
dismantling this machine and
loading it onto your transport of
£1,050 plus VAT. The quote for
decommissioning and dismantling
this machines then transporting it
150 miles to your factory and
recommissioning it is £3,730 plus
VAT.

13

Lot

Lot

Description

27

7 Chamfer blocks, various, as
lotted

28

Groovers and adjustable
groove tooling, as lotted

29

Lot

Description

38

A quantity of product/work
trolleys, as lotted

39

A quantity of product/work
trolleys, as lotted

40

A quantity of product/work
trolleys, as lotted

41

A Lansing Bagnall FOER52
S73024
DLTM
1.5
ton
counterbalance
four-wheel
battery electric forklift truck,
no. 1062878 with charger
(This truck will be used
during the collection period
by Tectonics qualified staff,
it will not be available for
collection by the purchaser
until the last day of the site
clearance)

42

A set of safety access steps

43

Two TUV 2000kgs hand pallet
trucks with 550 x 1150mm
forks, as lotted

44

Two various hand
trucks, as lotted

11 Leuco blocks with cutters,
various, as lotted

30

10 Leuco blocks with cutters,
various, as lotted

31

Shaped diamond cutters, as
lotted

32

Shaped diamond cutters, as
lotted

33

A Cruing Aerotech UDF 02
cutting tool with dust extraction

34

5 Diamond skimming tools,
various as lotted

35

A quantity of collets, as lotted

36

Two floating heads and
spacers, as lotted

37

A quantity of product/work
trolleys, as lotted

pallet

Lot

Description

Lot

45

Two various hand
trucks, as lotted

46

Two hand pallet trucks, as
lotted

47

48

49

pallet

Description

52

A Mobile strapping set

53

Two fans, as lotted

54

A quantity of boltless racking
comprising:
48 x 3.5 metre uprights and 80
3metre medium duty cross
beams

55

Various works furniture, as
lotted

56

Sundries, as lotted

A hand pallet truck, as lotted

Two various sack trucks, as
lotted

Two various sack trucks, as
lotted

50

Two sack trucks each with
welded reel holders, as lotted

57

Ladders various, as lotted

51

A Mobile strapping set

58

Various low level lighting and
flood lights, as lotted

Lot

Description

Lot

Description

59

Sheet stock of raw MDF, as
lotted

70

A Panasonic telephone system
with eight handsets

60

Sheet stock of vinyl faced
MDF, as lotted

71

A portable air conditioning unit

61

Sheet stock of vinyl faced
chipboard, as lotted

72

Two Big
cleaners

Brute

vacuum

73

Two Big
cleaners

Brute

vacuum

74

Two Big
cleaners

Brute

vacuum

75

Spare lot

76

Spare lot

77

Spare lot

78

Spare lot

79

Spare lot

80

A quantity of cement as lotted

81

A kick step

62

63

64

65

Stock of single sided 18mm
melamine faced MDF cut
width, as lotted

Stock of single sided 18mm
melamine faced MDF cut
width, as lotted

Stock
lotted

of

edgebanding,

as

Stock of Oak, as lotted

66

Office furniture, as lotted

67

Office furniture, as lotted

68

Office machines as lotted

69

Office machines as lotted

Lot
82

83

Description

85

86

87

88

89

Description

A Steel cupboard and contents
90

Three large workshop benches
and various bench vices

91

A steel chop saw, no. TL300
552

92

Two double-ended grinders

93

A quantity of hand tools and
G-clamps, as lotted

94

A power tool and sockets sets
(incomplete)

95

A quantity of air valves and
connectors

96

A Testo 325M flue gas
analyser and a Testo 342-1
combustion efficiency analyser

97

Steel multi drawer component
/ parts storage cabinets, as
lotted

A Kawaskaki TG33 2-stroke
brush cutter

UNIT 18
84

Lot

A Bridgeport variable speed
adjustable head turret mill with
T slot bed, Mitutoyo KL
counter, no. J56808A and
quantity of tooling

A Colchester Master 2500
gap bed lathe, with rack and
tooling, as lotted

A Norton 4 DB fly press on
stand

A Power hacksaw

A Clarke Weld 210 Turbo
welder

A Clarke Weld 210 TE welder

Lot

Description

98

Two 110v transformers

99

Electrical sundries, as lotted

100

101

102

103

Lot
107

A 2006 Mpower SS-511M
spindle moulder, no. 0603018

108

A 2007 Blum Minipress P
M53.1050 hinge drill no.
JP00156 on measuring table

109

A Wadkin EQ 741
slotter, test no. 52686

110

A Bespoke, manual loading
film
laminator
‘Mamma’
comprising roller table feed
and delivery and Polifilm
based
powered
roller
applicator station, approx.
1,300mm width
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)

111

A Progress No1 three drill
gang on T slot bed

A quantity of air line

A
Computerised
template
machine with Kress 550 watt
electric
router
head
in
fabricated cabinet

A QVA battery electric scissor
platform with charger

A 2006 Mpower SS-512MS
spindle moulder, no. 0611048

A Pistorius MN/100
saw, no. 0230734

mitre

(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 115 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 113 or as
part of lot 115)

A 2005 Blundell SS-512TS
spindle moulder, no. 0505135

114
106

A 1997 Blum Minipress
M51P100 hinge drill, no.
EA222on fabricated bench
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 115 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 112 or as
part of lot 115)

A 2005 Blundell SS-512 TS
spindle moulder, no. 1509042

113
105

edge

(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 115 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 111 or as
part of lot 115)

A 2001 Delle Vedove LBK(?)
shaping and hot foil edging
machine, no. 00043
112

104

Description

A Sealey SM2502 mini
drilling/milling machine on
bench
with
measuring
instrument
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 115 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 114 or as
part of lot 115)

Lot
115

116

Description
Above 4 lots together, 111 to
114 with:
i. A pack of Schuco glass
frame profile E6/EV1
ii. A pack of corner fixing
plates
iii. Two rolls of glass
retaining plastic extrusion
iv. A pack of M5 screws
v. A box of 110º aluminium
hinges
Creating
a
complete
production line, with raw
materials, to make aluminium
framed glass kitchen doors

A Bespoke four drill dowel
drilling machine, no. 115 For
assembly of oak kitchen doors

118

A crosscut saw with large
roller bench and light over

119

2 Bespoke nine shelf door
clamping/curing cabinets For
assembly of shaker kitchen
doors

Two
Omal
Jollycolla
electronic gluing machines

Description

122

A DUBUS window clamping
machine

123

A DUBUS window clamping
machine

124

An Interwood KED 150 mm
horizontal linisher, serial no.
B6102

125

A Roller bench with flip stop
measuring device, a Progress
pillar drill and a Sealey
SDM30 bench drill Assembled
for hinge drilling of acrylic
doors

126

Two Bespoke four drill dowel
drilling machines For centre
crossrails for 5-piece mitred
doors

127

A quantity of dowels

128

Spare lot

129

A Pistorius MN-100 45º mitre
saw with large measuring
bench and three measuring
rulers in cabinets

1 Bespoke four drill dowel
drilling machine For assembly
of 5-piece shaker kitchen
doors

117

120

Lot

(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 131 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 129 or as
part of lot 131)

121

An Omal Jollycolla electronic
gluing machine

130

A Bespoke four drill dowel
drilling machine For 45º mitres
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 131 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 130 or as
part of lot 131)

131

The above two lots 129 and
130 Used in conjunction finish
the stiles for 5-piece mitred
kitchen doors

Lot
132

Description
A 1991 Schleicher
Mod07 55º mitre saw

Lot

133

A Bespoke spiral winder
wrapping machine comprising
roller feed, manually adjusted
wrapping unit and roller
delivery

141

A Barberan chassis, 19 roller
profile wrapping machine with
1992 Hardo T300 gluing head,
no. 3121 with spare profiling
wheels with two reel stands

142

A Tecno System Italy vinyl
and foil log saw. For logs up to
430mm diameter

143

A Fercell two bag mobile dust
extraction unit

144

A Dewalt DW 721 crosscut
saw

145

A
Roll-slitting
machine
comprising reel unwind station
with guide rollers and sensor,
tension roller unit with slitter
and two expanding mandrill
takeoff rollers (no plate found)
Maximum roll width 1.4
metres. Up to 20 cuts per roll

146

A Comac 750SLS edge band
scissor slitting machine, no.
MOI 1022 complete with
various
cutters,
750mm
capacity

147

A Bespoke ‘rainbow reeling’
machine comprising various
powered drives and rollers to
make multi-coloured product
rolls.

A Pistorius MNV202 35º mitre
saw
with
Pistorius
26
Accurcut Gage gauge, no.
215492
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 136 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 133 or as
part of lot 136)

134

140
type

(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 136 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 132 or as
part of lot 136)

A Bespoke four drill drawer
front dowel drilling machine for
55º mitres
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 136 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 134 or as
part of lot 136)

135

A Bespoke four drill drawer
front dowel drilling machine
For 35º mitres

136

The above four lots 132 to 135
Used in conjunction finish the
stiles for 5-piece mitred drawer
fronts

137

A Dust extraction cabinet

138

A Nutool HDG8 double ended
grinder in cabinet

139

A Type OV3B dowel sizer
machine with hopper feed to
fabricated dye press dispenser
on stand, no. 8866

Description

Lot
148

149

150

Description
A Bespoke
tightener

vertical

Lot
155

Three steel framed
benches, as lotted

156

A set of Sabre Engineering 11tread mobile safety access
steps

157

A set of Sabre Engineering 3tread mobile safety access
steps

158

A quantity of various boltless
racking comprising:
22 x 12ft uprights and 200 x 9ft
heavy duty beams
(Buyer to dismantle)

159

A set of 8-tread mobile access
safety steps, as lotted

160

Sundries, as lotted

161

Sundries, as lotted

162

Works furniture, as lotted

reel

A Bespoke laminator ‘Pappa’
comprising two reel feed
rollers, various tensioning
rollers
and
guides,
compression
rollers
and
delivery reel stand complete
with 200 kg mobile reel gantry
hoist Designed for tacking
paperfoils
to
make
edgebanding. Now used for
manufacture of self-adhesive
laminate

A
Lansing
Bagnall
FRER5/1.5t
three
wheel
battery electric side loader
aisle stacker, no. 800110116
with charger

151

A
quantity
of
various
product/work trolleys, as lotted

152

A
quantity
of
various
product/work trolleys, as lotted

153

A
quantity
of
various
product/work trolleys, as lotted

154

Three steel framed
benches, as lotted

works

Description
works

Lot
163

164

165

Description
First Aid equipment, as lotted

167

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 400
linear metres of woodgrain
white 0.4mm thick on two rolls
and 1,040 linear metres of
Light maple0.4mm thick on 5
rolls
The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 835
linear metres of Elmau Beech
0.4mm thick on 4 rolls

169

170

171

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 330
linear metres of Honey Maple
0.4mm thick on 2 rolls and 200
linear metres of Oyster 0.4mm
on 1 roll

173

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 1240
linear metres of High Gloss
Blalck 0.5 mm thick on 7 rolls

174

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 1149
linear metres of High Gloss
Black 0.5mm thick on 7 rolls

175

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls comprising 490
linear metres of Pearwood
Gloss 0.5mm thick on 3 rolls,
248 linear metres of High
Gloss White 0.5mm thick on 1
roll, 1130 linear metres of High
Gloss Pale Mint 0.5mm thick
on 7 rolls, 553 linear metres of
High Gloss Ice Blue on 3 rolls
and 615 linear metres of High
Gloss Light Ash 0.5mm thick
on 4 rolls

176

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 1185
linear metres of Swiss Pear
0.4mm thick on 6 rolls

177

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising1470
linear metres of Swiss Pear
0.4mm thick on 7 rolls

178

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 870
linear metres of Swiss Pear
0.4mm thick on 4 rolls

179

A 2001 Fercell SIL5 five-bag
20-sock dust extraction unit
no. SIL5/145

180

A 5.5m profile wrapping
machine (for spares or scrap)

Stock of Instaweld 7231 glue,
as lotted

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 400
linear metres of woodgrain
white 0.4mm thick on two rolls
and 1,040 linear metres of
Light maple0.4mm thick on 5
rolls

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 1050
linear metres of Natural
Walnut 0.4mm thick on 6 rolls

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising1315
linear metres of Vanilla 0.4mm
on 7 rolls

The stock of vinyl on 1.4m
wide rolls, comprising 1270
linear metres Cider Pear
0.4mm thick on 6 rolls and 848
linear metres of Dorset Beech
0.4mm on 4 rolls

Description

172

Office contents as lotted

166

168

Lot

Lot
181

182

Description
A 6m profile wrapping machine
with 12-inch maximum web
width Hardo Quick Melt type
VS160 gluing system, sanding
station, (for adhering veneer,
vinyl or paper to profile)

Lot
187

A Comil SEM door press no.
940140/01 with 6m x 760mm
width belt

184

The dust extraction ducting in
Unit 17 (This lot is also included

185

190

A Mawera grit arrestor to tall
exhaust
chimney
to
atmosphere
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 189 or as
part of lot 191)

191

4 Sabiana ceiling mounted
heat exchangers
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 190 or as
part of lot 191)

A 95 cubic metre steel silo with
rotary valve and feed auger /
conveyor to boiler room
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 185 or as
part of lot 191)

A heat dissipator unit (on roof
of boiler house) for use in
Summer
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 188 or as
part of lot 191)

A five chamber galvanized
steel dust filtration unit,
800mm diameter inlet, 20,000
CFM capacity with rotary valve
and transport fan
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 184 or as
part of lot 191)

186

189

A Stockbridge Airco Limited
fan unit
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 183 or as
part of lot 191)

A header tank pressurisation
system and control panel
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 187 or as
part of lot 191)

OUTSIDE

as a line see lot 191 below, it will
be sold to achieve the maximum
realisation, either on its own as lot
182 or as part of lot 191)

A 2006 Ranheat Danstoker
Multimiser boiler no. 26-7870,
designed to burn MDF dust,
rated 300kW (1 million BTu)
(This lot is also included as a line
see lot 191 below, it will be sold to
achieve the maximum realisation,
either on its own as lot 186 or as
part of lot 191)

188

183

Description

192

The nine lots above 182 to 190
inclusive,
which
together
comprise a complete MDF
dust extraction, dust storage,
dust burner creating hot water
to heat a factory. Maximum
burn rate approx. 0.15 cubic
metres of dust per hour. Heat
output rate 300kW. Currently
used in manual operation
mode
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)
We
have
a
quote
for
decommissioning and dismantling
this system and loading it onto
your transport of £8.650 plus VAT.

Lot
193

194

195

Description
A 2005 Vauxhall Vectra
Breeze CDTi 8V 5-door
hatchback
car,
silver,
Registration number KV55
WWJ, 286,000 miles recorded.
VRD available, MOT until Sept
2013. (This lot may be
withdrawn,
please
check
before travelling)
A 2009 Iveco Daily 35S12
DSL 5SP, 2287cc panel van,
white, 100,000 miles recorded.
Registration number GN59
FFS, VRD and MOT until
September 2013
A 2006 Iveco Daily 35S12
LWB, 2300cc panel van, white,
245,000
miles
recorded.
Registration number HX06
KSK VRD and MOT until June
2013

196

Two steel tipping skips

197

A steel tipping skip

198

A pallet of bricks

Lot

Description

203

Various stillages, as lotted

204

Scrap metal, as lotted

205

Spare lot

206

Spare lot

207

Spare lot

208

Spare lot

209

Spare lot

Unit 5
199

An Aluminum scaffold tower

210

A quantity of corner labels

200

A fork lift pedestrian access
cage

211

201

Various stillages, as lotted

A 2000 Simimpianti model
TOPFORM 28-15.2 membrane
press with two foil cutters, no.
2001123, twin 2.6 metre
tables, complete with manual
finger support system for
variable sized doors
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)

202

Various stillages, as lotted

We
have
a
quote
for
decommissioning and dismantling
this machine and loading it onto
your transport of £1,960 plus VAT.
The quote for decommissioning
and dismantling this machines
then transporting it 150 miles to
your factory and recommissioning
it is £5,080 plus VAT.

Lot

Description

212

Four
Mobile
bespoke
adjustable
reel
holders
(paternosters)
(Vinyl
not
included)

213

Four
Mobile
bespoke
adjustable
reel
holders
(paternosters)
(Vinyl
not
included)

214

Four
Mobile
bespoke
adjustable
reel
holders
(paternosters)
(Vinyl
not
included)

215

Four
Mobile
bespoke
adjustable
reel
holders
(paternosters)
(Vinyl
not
included)

216

A 2005 Trentpack Machinery
Limited bubble wrap and vinyl
combined automatic packing
line with powered conveyor
feed, over and under reel
holders
/
dispensers,
automatic width sensors, auto
adjust heads, heat sealing and
twin belt conveyor delivery
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)
We
have
a
quote
for
decommissioning and dismantling
this machine and loading it onto
your transport of £1,295 plus VAT.
The quote for decommissioning
and dismantling this machines
then transporting it 150 miles to
your factory and recommissioning
it is £4,690 plus VAT.

217

A BTN Conveyors manual
trimming roller conveyor with
shelf
under
(Buyer
to
dismantle)

218

A BTN Conveyors 850mm x
3,000mm
manual
roller
conveyor
(Buyer
to
dismantle)

219

A BTN Conveyors powered
roller conveyor 1,000mm x
4,000mm
(Buyer
to
dismantle)

Lot

Description

220

A BTN Conveyors 1,000mm x
2,000mm
gravity
roller
conveyor
(Buyer
to
dismantle)

221

The roller conveyor system to
Unit 4 comprising two 90º
bends and various manual
roller conveyors (Buyer to
dismantle)

222

A steel fabricated bridge

223

A 1990 Nattraby Verktygs AB
BP50 compactor, no. 50/5622

224

A
2008
ABAC
Air
Compressors Spinn 5,510 air
compressor in acoustic cabinet
with 272-litre air receiver tank
5,354 hours, no. 389309

225

A 2005 Blum Minipress
M51P1000 hinge drill on large
bench with Flipstop measuring
device, no. EA09207

226

A Longhurst Bros & Beale
Limited mobile single bag dust
extractor

227

A Nutool hand bench mitre
cutter

Lot
228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

Description

Lot

A Galvanized steel dry wall
paint spray fume extractor with
ducting and fan to atmosphere
with a quantity of spray
sundries
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)

Description

236

Two packing
lotted

benches,

as

237

Two packing
lotted

benches,

as

238

A Steel tipping skip

239

A quantity of Pilasters

240

A bay of racking

241

Works furniture, as lotted

242

Sundries, as lotted

243

An oil fuelled space heater
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)

244

Stock of polythene film, as
lotted

245

Stock of flat pack cardboard
boxes

246

Office furniture, as lotted

Three mobile drying racks

Four mobile drying racks

Three mobile drying racks

A quantity of various product
trolleys

A quantity of various product
trolleys

Miscellaneous
lotted

trolleys,

as

A steel A-frame trolley

Lot

Description

Lot

Description

257

An Arco mobile safety step
ladder

247

Office furniture, as lotted

248

Spare lot

249

Spare lot

250

Spare lot

251

Unit 4 Warehouse

258

Withdrawn

252

A 2004 H. Bohl GmbH spiral
winder type Junior/S-450 VA
Totalpack comprising twin
roller feed, various reel
holders,
seal/cut
unit,
adjustment sensors, roller
delivery, in safety cage frame
with ESA control module and
3,000mm x 350mm feed and
delivery roller conveyors
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)

259

Withdrawn

260

Withdrawn

261

Three Packing benches, as
lotted

262

Three Packing benches, as
lotted

263

100 90cmx60cmx10cm plastic
trays

264

100 90cmx60cmx10cm plastic
trays

265

70 90cmx60cmx10cm plastic
trays

266

35 stackable plastic pallets

267

A Citoborma III Nagel paper
drill

253

A large quantity of warehouse
shelving comprising:
62 x 10.5ft uprights
508 x 9ft beams (loading
capacity 350kilos per shelf)
245 x MDF shelves to fit
(Buyer to dismantle)

254

A Wheeled tipping skip

255

An oil fuelled space heater
(Buyer
to
provide
a
satisfactory removal method
statement for this lot)

256

An Arco mobile safety step
ladder

Lot

Description

Lot

Description

268

A Black & Decker 240v drill on
stand

275

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

269

A GBC Thermal Bind 250 T
desk binder

276

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

270

Two air coolers

277

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

278

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

279

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

280

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

271

272

273

274

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

Lot
281

282

283

Description
Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

Stock of cardboard edge
protectors

Stock of polystyrene packing

285

Stock of vinyl wrapped door
front stiles

287

288

Description

289

Traditional Knobs and
Handles, copper finish,
estimated 2200 mixed pieces,
size range 31-278mm

290

Wavy and Curved Bar
Handles, assorted finish,
estimated 4200 mixed pieces,
size range 95-152mm

291

Wavy and Curved Bar
Handles, assorted finish,
estimated 2900 mixed pieces,
size range 95-152mm

292

Wavy and Curved Bar
Handles, assorted finish,
estimated 2300 mixed pieces,
size range 95-152mm

293

Traditional Knobs and
Handles, antique silver finish,
estimated 1700 mixed pieces,
size range 31-278mm

294

Traditional Knobs and
Handles, brushed nickel finish,
estimated 1800 mixed pieces,
size range 31-111mm

295

Traditional Knobs and
Handles, antique iron finish,
estimated 1400 mixed pieces,
size range 31-248mm

296

Modern Knobs, assorted
colours, estimated 1900 mixed
peices, size range 28-32mm

297

Straight Bars, assorted
colours, estimated 1800 mixed
peices, size range 108-174mm

298

Bow Handles/Specialist
Handles, assorted colours,
3500 mixed pieces, size range
90-393mm

Stock of kitchen and bedroom
mouldings, as lotted

284

286

Lot

Stock of self adhesive edge
banding

Stock of corner joint strips

Stock of bubble wrap, as lotted

Lot

Description

299

Bar Handles, polished/matt
chrome finish, estimated 2400
mixed pieces, size range 136 220mm

300

Bar Handles, polished/matt
chrome finish, estimated 1800
mixed pieces, size range 246 395mm

301

Bar Handles, polished/matt
chrome finish, estimated 1400
mixed pieces, size range 395 446mm

302

Bar Handles, polished/matt
chrome finish, estimated 1200
mixed pieces, size range 510 655mm

303

Bow Handles, assorted
colours, estimated 2400 mixed
pieces, size range 90 - 393mm

304

T bar handles, nickel brushed
finish, estimated 2100 mixed
pieces size range 136 510mm

305

1000 Samsung Irex 850DC
hinges

Lot

Description

306

1000 x Samsung Irex 850DC
Hinges

307

Hinge components, as lotted

308

Hinge components and
covers, as lotted

309

Stock of doors, various

310

Works sundries, as lotted

311

Works furniture, as lotted

312

Canteen equipment, as lotted

313

Canteen furniture, as lotted

END OF SALE

